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Everything’s changes will occupy time and space but it permeates different 
aspects in language, as ways of thinking are different in different culture ,we also have 
various methods of observions ,all this will reflect in language . In short ,as we have 
different perceives in time and space, in language it means:fusional language have 
past tense and non-past tense、perfective aspect and non-perfective aspect by 
morphologic change in verb,and these change rules are regular.But chinese language  
do not have morphologic change in verb ,so we only can use noun of time、adverb of 
time 、prepositional collocation and some auxiliary word to express tense and aspect. 
it means different languages has different distinctive features in fabric of space and 
time, also system of representation.  





 century, 9 representative works from the certain periods were chosen 
as the main research literature.First of all, the author described, the time expression 
methods in details from the selected works.Secondly,the author compared and 




 century and current the field of 
linguistics,for the convenience of seeking the progress of the time expression methods 




 Century. Lastly,with the reference of current 
Chinese time structure research, the author analyzed and explained the typological 





 century. On this basis,the author discovered that all these 9 sinologists 
redacted the Chinese Works for the sake of offering help for missionarys and 
foreigners who wants to study Chinese.Therefore we can also find significant 





And by means of described、anylysised、compared the time expression methods in 















foreigners,and how the former foreigner “Chinese” teacher teaching Chinese without 
Chinese grammar books and textbooks.Some useful suggestions were proposed for 
the modern Chinese time expression methods teaching to overseas students in Europe 
and America after referring to the topological characteristics and teaching approach of 





By the meas of described、anylysised、compared,we can have a clear cognition 
about the typological characteristics of the time structure cognitive and the expression 
methods between fusional language and Chinese language:fusional language express 
time by focusing verb,while Chinese language can use noun of time、adverb of time 、
prepositional collocation and some auxiliary word to express time.further developed 
scatter back vision,verb by using complement to express a whole incident. The appear 
indistinctly of Syntactic constuituent expressed syntactic meaning,meanwhile 
syntactic function depends on semantic function and pragmatic function,semantic join 
hands with lexical meaning,all of these are the outstanding typological characteristics 
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